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TELANGANA, HYDERABAD
READINESS PROGRAMME LEVEL-1

I Learning outcomes :
After  completing  this work sheet child will be  able to :
* Weigh Weights in kilograms by using the weights.
* Solve the word problems of weights

II) Conceptual understanding/ model problem/ model example.
1) Which of the following is heavier? Tick(      ) it.

b)

2) Which of the following is lighter? Tick ( ) it.

3) You might have observed the following weights. When You visited a grocery shop or
vegatables market

These weights are used to weigh the things.

Ex. 3 kilograms of sugar

To weigh this you need 2 kg and 1 kg weigths.

Class :I V Medium : English Subject : Mathematics
Name of the chapter: Measurements Worksheet No. : 11
Topic/Concept : Measuring Weights in kilograms by using the weights

  a) b)

  a) b)
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III Worksheet

1) A shopkeeper has 1 kg, 2 kg, 5kg and 10 kg weigths only. He has to use these weigths
only to weigh things. Here is a grocery list, Write the weights to be used to weigh the given
quantities of groceries.

Grocery List Weights

kg Tamrind

kg Groundnut

kg Sugar

kg Onions

kg Wheat flour

kg Rice

2) Do the following problems.

a) There are 5 kg red gram, 2 kg bengal gram and 3 kg sugar in a bag. How many kgs of
weight is there in the bag?

b) Ravi went to market and brougt 2 kg tomotoes, 3 kg onions and 2 kg potatoes. What is
the total weight of groceries that Ravi brought?

c) Ramu has 15 kgs of weight and Somu has 22 kgs of weight. How much more weight is
Somu than Ramu

Suggestions :

Collect and solve the problems like these. Disscuss then with your friends

IV What I have learnt? :-

* Weigh Weights in kilograms by using the Weights

I can  do I can't do

* Solve the word problems of Weights

I can  do I can't do
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